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L e 20th century has seen Virginia state
government undertake 12 major initiatives to
analyze the structure and functions ofstate government, in an effort to reduce governmental
expenditures and increase operational efficiency.
So many attempts have been made that James
Latimer of the Richmond Times-Dispatch
quipped, "Either the state government defies
reorganization, or it just won't stay reorganized."
These efforts, alternatively spearheaded by the
Virginia General Assembly, the Governor's
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Every reorganization
effort has indicated
that consolidation
of power in the
governor will
enhance a
businesslike
environment.

..........................
Office and the private sector, have had a common objective to eliminate waste and streamline
bureaucracy. While they all did not achieve breakthrough results, many determined the course
for the future ofVirginia state government. Many
lessons may be learned from this history.
This News Letter will assess the goals and
outcomes of 12 major reorganization efforts unerta en y irginia state government during
this century. Taking these as lessons from the
past, we will also offer some general recommendations to assist those undertaking future
organization efforts.

GUIDE

TO REORGANIZATIONNfODELS
Virginia's various reorganization efforts are characterized by comparable organizational concepts
and themes. Therefore, we have divided the state's
reorganization experience in the 20th century
into three phases.
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The 1927 Reed
Commission
spearheaded the
single most
significant
administrative
realignment in
Virginia history.
It was accompanied
by the adoption of
the short ba(fot.

1. Building Boxes. From the turn of the century through the 1960s; these efforts defined
the general governmental structure that
predominates today. They attempted to
consolidate autonomous independent
agencies into groupings of agencies, even
though those groupings lack the integration
of a centralized department.
2. Moving Boxes. The decade of the 1970s, in
which reorganization efforts arranged state
agencies into a formal cabinet structure and
modernized operational procedures during a
period of healthy economic growth. While
seeking to economize, these commissions
brought about sweeping changes to the state
government's organizational structure.
3. Shrinking Boxes. The most recent period,
where efforts have placed a greater emphasis
on cost-cutting measures, responding to relatively slower economic growth and a shrinking
revenue base.
Each respective initiative may be analyzed and
compared on a number of dimensions. One way to
compare the structure and form of each model is to
look at its associations. Who was the driving force
or sponsoring organization behind the effort? What
was the composition of the commission? In what
branch of government was the commission formally
chartered?
Another way to compare reorganization models
is by analyzing their attributes-the focus of the
analysis and the level of financial commitment to
the effort. Our analysis also includes an assessment
of the degree of coordination between the commission and the legislature, and the extent to which
substantive results were achieved. While the qualitative scales are highly subjective, they may be used
as
neral measure of effectiv ness.

EARLY

EFFORTS:
BUILDING BOXES
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• A 1912 book by Frank Magruder, Recent Administration in Virginia, sets the stage for our review of
Virginia government at the turn of the century:
The governor ofVirginia is not at the head of
a system. He works with department heads
who may be subordinate or insubordinate, as
they like. The idea of the division of powers
would have broken down long ago but for
two reasons; first, because people have been
willing to put up with inefficiency; second,
the three branches have been coordinated by
a political boss.
During this era of machine politics, it is curious
to discover that administrative functions were

·

autonomous and unresponsive to the governor. It
is· clear that the first phase of reorganization was to
better centralize state administrative functions. In
his text, Magruder rebuffs Virginia's long and proud
tradition of decentralized governance, stating that:
it is no longer a question of centralized state
government or decentralized state government
. .. the only hope for the States is in greater
efficiency; and that the only means of greater
efficiency is by centralizing administration in
the governor.
Clearly, Virginia government was starting on the
trend toward a more modern centralized state
government.

EARLY LEG SeA IVE EFFen-.l:-~---~==-=~---<
The first recorded reorganization efforts in Virginia
after 1900 were sponsored by the General Assembly and were, at best, minor research efforts. A 1932
government text characterizes these efforts:
The people of Virginia and the General
Assembly have been aware of a top-heavy,
expensive, somewhat inefficient executive
branch ofgovernment since 1910 because every
biennium since that date has seen some kind
of legislative committee on economy' and
efficiency.
The most important of these early commissions were
those of 1916 and 1924; they outlined the early budget
and purchasing systems for the state, but received
minor financial support for their worko Most changes
made during this early period resulted from unilateral administrative action of the governor, made with
the blessing ofthe General Assembly. Weldon Cooper,
in a 1970 issue of this News Letter, describes the
1924 commission as having "had little effect, except to popularize the idea and to pave the way for
the well-known 1927 reorganization."

REED COMMISSION, 1927
The first significant foray into reorganization occurred in 1927 when Governor Harry F. Byrd, Sr.
won approval for a sizable appropriation to engage
the New York Bureau of Municipal Research to
conduct a comprehensive survey ofstate government.
Governor Byrd, in his campaign a year earlier, had
proposed a platform of reorganizing state government, promising to lead a "business reorganization"
of Virginia to enable the state to operate "with the
efficiency ofa great business corporation." To achieve
legislative approval of the project, Governor Byrd
appointed a sizable citizens' commOttee headed by a
Richmond tobacconist, William T. Reed. This committee was to be called the Governor's Committee
on Consolidation and Simplification or, in short,
the Reed Commission.
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TABLE 1
Virginia Government Reorganization: Lessons from the Past for the Future
ATIRIBUTES

ASSOCIATIONS
Chartering
Organization

Commission Name

Governor's Legislative
Involvement Members

1916/1924
Commissions

General
Assembly

Low

•

Heed Commission
1927

Genera\
Assembly

High

•

1941 Commission to
Study Heorganization

General
Assembly

Med

•

Burch Commission
1947

General
Assembly

Med

•

Executi\Je

High

General
Assembly

Low

Zimmer Commission
1970

Independent

High

Hopkins Commission
1973

General
Assembly

Low

•
•
•
•

Conference on Critical
Reevaluation-1983

Executive

High

Governor's Comm'n on
Efficiency in Govt-1986

Executive

Project Streamline-1990

Executive

Comm'nto_StudY the State
GO\Jernment 01 \J -"\961
J

Comm'n for Economy in
Govtl Expenditure-1958

Outside
Members

Executive
Members

Review
Focus
Wide

•
•
•

Wide

Financial Degree of
Resources Legislative
(1-5)
Coordination

•

•

Results
(1-5)

•

•••• •••• ••••

•
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•

•

•

•

Narrow

•••

•••

••

•
•
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•••

•

•
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••

••••

•••
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••••

••

••
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•
•

•
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N/A

N/A

N/A
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•••

•••

••
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•
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•

••

•••
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N/A
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•
•
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••

••

•

SOURCE: Compiled by the author.

The committee report cites economic considerations as the primary rationale for the reorganization,
pointing to the "vital relation that exists between
governmental efficiency and economic progress."
Likewise, the report goes on to cite economic and
governmental growth as another justification for
reorganization:
citizens ... demand more and more, certain
servi.ces whi.ch the State government alone can
furnis ... it gradua ly assumes the proportions of a great business enterprise.
This early stage clearly emphasizes applying privatesector management techniques and business practices
as a way to augment the effectiveness of Virginia
government operations. This idea becomes a dominant theme in all administrative reorganizations to
follow.
As a result of the 1927 reorganization, the
committee report asserts that the governor was securely situated at "the head of the State
administration." The Reed reorganization granted
the governor the authority to appoint all important
state officers. Moreover, the various independent
administrative offices ofthe state were clustered under
11 administrative groupings, each with a single lead
agency reporting to the governor. This action represented the single most significant administrative

realignment in Virginia history. It was accompanied by the adoption of the short ballot, which
eliminated all other popularly elected administrative officers of the state, as well as realigning boards
and commissions to an advisory capacity. To quell
the public's reluctance to adopt the short ballot,
the Reed Commission supported constitutional
amendments calling for the lieutenant governor and
attorney general to be popularly elected; the voters
approved the amendments in a 1928 referendum.
As a result of the committee's recommendations,
the governor's authority increased as both the
representative of the people and as chief administrative officer of the state.
The General Assembly adopted several key
measures proposed in the Reed Commission's
report, in large part unchanged, through the 1927
Reorganization Act. While several other of the Reed
Commission's recommendations were not carried
out in detail, its success marked the beginning of
a trend toward far-reaching reform of state administrative procedures and functions. The Reed
Commission report, and the Reorganization Act that
followed, clarified ambiguous reporting relationships
between agencies and established a more modern
agency structure firmly under the authority of the
governor.

•
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The Reed Commission's success may be attributed to a high degree of legislative involvement,
ample staff resources, and the personal commitment
of Governor Byrd, who closely associated his credibility with the success of the reorganization
referendum. Another important factor was Byrd's
expert 'campaign-style' coordination of the media
to publicize the findings of the commission. These
factors led to the overwhelming success of the 1927
reorganization, setting the standard for the efforts
that followed.

COMMISSION TO STUDY
REORGANIZATION, 1941
While the changes resulting from the Reed Commission were sweeping, Governor James H. Price
looked at his administration as an opportunity to
implement further the reform goals of the Reed
Commission. In a December 1939 transmittal to
the General Assembly, Governor Price states his
objectives for reorganization:
There is never a time when we can fold our
hands with the sense of a job well done. No
amount of mere reshuffling of agencies, divisions and bureaus is likely to accomplish very
much in the way of governmental economy.
In the decade or more since the Reed Commission
recommendations had been implemented, 18 additional independent state agencies had been
established, counteracting many of the benefits of
the initial reforms.
The goals for Governor Price's reorganization
effort involved either carrying out or making administrative changes concerning the original
recommendations of the 1927 report. The General
Assembly formed a commission to study the specific recommendations of that report, comprised of
members evenly distributed between each legislative house and the executive branch. While this
mandate clearly defined the review's scope, the commission suffered from its lack of freedom to pursue
a broader agenda. The results from the 1941 reorganization were not significant; the Price proposals
were later tabled by an intensely antagonistic political feud between the governor and the General
Assembly and never adopted. The 1941 commission demonstrates that involving legislative
membership on the commission does not automatically ensure a healthy relationship with the legislature.

BURCH COMMISSION, 1946
The post-war period brought a renewed effort to
reform state government. A new state commission,
supported by then Governor William Tuck, was
authorized through an act of the 1946 General
Assembly; it was named for its chairman, Thomas

G. Burch. Following the model of the 1927
reorganization, the Burch Commission engaged an
outside consulting firm, Griffenhagen Associates,
for staff support and analytical assistance. Whereas
the Reed Commission had enjoyed active support
by the governor and General Assembly, widely distributing their proposals, the Burch Commission
maintained a lower profile and worked more closely
with bureaucratic insiders. However, to legitimize
and gain support for his legislative program, Governor Tuck appointed a blue ribbon citizens'
committee to give broad guidance to the Burch
Commission.
Paradoxically, the final recommendations from
the Griffenhagen report were never officially issued.
The Burch recommendations, introduced by Governor Tuck on January 21, 1948, were further
confounded by the fact that they did not come up
for legislative action until late in the session. Although many of the proposals remained untouched
due to legislative inaction, the Burch Commission
findings did bring about some meaningful change.
The Burch Commission guaranteed ultimate
success by means of a formal procedure to follow
up on implementation. The 1948 appropriation act
authorized a technical staffto implement the changes
and facilitate their integration. This staffwas useful
in providing logistical support to the agencies undergoing reorganization and in clarifying
interorganizational responsibilities and procedures.

COMMISSION TO STUDY THE STATE
GOVERNMENT OF VIRGINIA, 1960
On July 18, 1960, 12 years after the completion of
the Burch Commission, Governor J. Lindsay
Almond, Jr. appointed the Commission to Study
the State Government ofVirginia, outlining a mandate to tighten controls over state government costs.
This commission, like tbose before it, centered on
issues ofefficiency, to slow the trend toward increased
taxes. Unlike the commissions that preceded it,
however, the 1961 commission took a more narrow approach toward its mission, resisting the
temptation to recommend sweeping organizational
change, and instead looking for opportunities to
improve administrative coordination and foster
economic development.
Governor Almond appointed E.H. Will, chairman of the board of Virginia Electric and Power
Company, as chairman of the commission. Of the
20 members appointed, 13 were private-sector representatives from around the state, 4 members were
from the House of Delegates and Senate, and the
budget director was also a member. To carry out
staff work and research, the commission retained
McKinsey & Company to conduct a preliminary
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diagnostic survey and James O. Yarger and Associates as consultants for the primary study.
The key proposals, issued in a transmittal to
the governor dated September 1, 1961, recommended
changes in the operation of the governor's office as
well as key realignments in several executive departments. The results of the commission were mixed.
Several of the commission's recommendations were
adopted muc later in the decade, as a result of further study and modifications by the General
Assembly's permanent Commission for Economy
in Governmental Expenditures. The overlapping
mandates of these two commissions forced the Almond Commission to compete for the attention of
the General Assembly. Another reason, potentially,
e ·xe resu ts was a
e co
ission refo
port was issued past the halfway point in Governor
Almond's administration, denying the executive leadership the proposals needed. The commission was
vexed by its poor sense of timing, coupled with weak
legislative support. Not surprisingly, a planned second phase of the effort was never pursued.

COMMISSION FOR ECONOMY IN
GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES,

1958-68
The General Assembly took a different, more focused, and long-term view of state government
problems with the establishment of the Commission for Economy in Governmental Expenditures
in 1958. Unlike any other structure in this analysis,
this commission's ten members were entirely from
the General Assembly.
The exclusively legislative membership made
the commission capable of undertaking initiatives
independent of the governor; at the same time, it
was hindered by their lack of direct authority over
the executive branch in fact-flnding and in implementing proposals. In its ten-year existence, the
commission played an important coordination role
in the legislative budget process and in expenditure
review. The commission also proved to be a suitable vehicle for ongoing legislative involvement in
the reorganization process. Due to the continual
reform effort of this commission throughout the
1960s, the need for wholesale reorganization on the
scale of the Reed Commission was not called for
until the next decade.

BREAKTHROUGH EFFORTS:
MOVING BOXES
The 1970s brought a second generation of reorganization efforts to Virginia state government. The work
of two commissions, the Zimmer and Hopkins commissions, set the stage for managed growth and strategic

change during that decade, setting the direction of
the current administrative structures in place today.

•

ZIMMER COMMISSION, 1970
Governor Linwood Holton, upon coming into office, fulfilled a campaign goal and issued as his second
Executive Order on February 18, 1970 a proposal
calling for the formation of the Governor's Management Study, to analyze organizational and
performance issues in state government. In its report, the commission justified their review: "It is
believed that government can profit from the application of business techniques in its administrative
processes." This commission broke the mold of historical involvement by the private sector in Virginia
reo ganization initiatives. T e pro- usiness orientation of the Governor's Management Study is not
surprising, considering that it was funded completely
through the donations of over 119 Virginia companies, both in the form of financial backing and
donated executive time. While blue-ribbon citizens'
panels had been used in the past, never before had
the private sector played such a dominant role in a
reorganization effort. This commission clearly placed
a high premium on outside advice.
Governor Holton requested that Virginia
businessman William Zimmer chair the Governor's
Management Study and coordinate an executive
committee comprised of members from the business sector and the General Assembly. The Governor's
Management Study (or Zimmer Commission, as it
was also called) was established as a nonprofit corporation; it had 7 professional staff people and over
57 volunteer professionals on loan from corporations. The Zimmer Commission also engaged Warren
King and Associates as staff consultant. The major
research component was conducted over a 12-week
period, with additional time spent by the executive
committee planning and preparing the Hnal report.
This abbreviated analysis phase was too short for a
comprehensive assessment, and thus necessitated a
more narrow scope.
The Management Study was divided into seven
individual study teams, each under the direction of •
an executive committee member. Collectively they
reviewed over 90 agencies and issued 390 recommendations, 800/0 of which could be implemented
unilaterally by administrative order of the governor. The relatively limited legislative involvement
with the commission made this implementation
practice preferable to legislative action.
In its report, the Zimmer Commission proposed that a standard line-stafforganizational concept
be employed to alleviate bottlenecks in the state's
administrative structure and to develop a straightforward reporting relationship with the governor.

The Zimmer
Commission
proposed
implementing a
cabinet structure
with appointed
executives. This
was a sweeping
proposal and by far
this commission's
ig i ican
contribution.
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As the report stated:
the solution to a proper executive harnessing
of the state's resources and administrative processes lies in substantial duplication of the
structure used today in many large business
organizations, whereby under a chief executive the administrative process is divided into
line and staff functions with a few top executives reporting directly to the chief executive
officer.
Unlike the more loosely defined clustering concept
advocated by the Reed Commission, which informally
grouped agencies into departments, the Zimmer Commission proposed implementing a cabinet structure
with appointed executives, accountable for large functional units of state government. he commission
recommended that five'deputy governors' be appointed.
This was a sweeping proposal for Virginia government,
and was by far this commission's most significant contribution; it defined the organizational concept under
which the state government operates today.
Responding to the commission's recommendations, Governor Holton appointed six task forces
for each of the executive positions proposed in the
report, coordinated by the chiefagency head in that
functional area. These task forces developed a plan
to create a governor's cabinet ofsix secretaries, which
was approved by the General Assembly effective]uly
1, 1972.

HOPKINS COMMISSION
By far the most comprehensive reorganization effort performed this century was the Commission
on State Governmental Management, otherwise
known as the Hopkins Commission after its chairman, state Senator William B. Hopkins. Interestingly,
the fragmentation surrounding the implementation
of the Zimmer Commission's cabinet organization
precipitated the need for the Hopkins Commission.
This theme is echoed in a memorandum by Patrick
M. McSweeney, who directed the Hopkins Commission and had also been a key staff member of
the Zimmer Commission: "More than any other
deficiency, the fragmenta~ion ofresponsibility struck
me as one that had to be confronted at an early stage
of the [Hopkins] Commission's work."
Another impetus for creating the Hopkins
Commission was the disturbing trends in governmental spending. A commission memo clearly states
this point:
The Commission exists because state government has problems. We are all alarmed that
the state is spending approximately 125 percent more than it was five years ago.
At the same time, the commission focused on
effective management procedures as a goal. In a

December 1993 personal interview, Senator Hopkins
recounted the objective was "to have information
flowing into the state on a daily basis on: (1)
personnel and (2) money; to give tools to executives to make good decisions, and allow executives
to save money."
The Hopkins Commission operated for five years,
from 1973 to 1978. It was comprised of state legislators from both parties of each house; three citizens,
one of whom was William Zimmer; and one member of the executive branch, T. Edward Temple, who
was Virginia's first secretary of administration. The
commission capitalized upon the research and findings of the Zimmer Commission in conducting its
work. A staffofeight research professionals was funded
through a federal grant. he commission produced
six interim reports, dealing with the roles ofthe secretaries, the budget process, the personnel process, and
the offices of Lieutenant Governor and the Secretary
ofAdministration and Finance.
Since legislators were actively involved with the
Hopkins Commission, it was very effective in coordinating legislative action. According to Senator Hopkins,
an informal 'communications committee,' comprised
ofthe three ranking senators, was responsible for playing
a liaison role between the commission and the governor. Hopkins credits his commission's effectiveness
to its use of staff and members who understood government, and knew "where the bones are buried." All
told, the Hopkins Commission may be credited with
the best General Assembly coordination strategy; as
Kenneth Golden, former deputy director of the commission, reiterated: "The Zimmer Commission did
not try to build legislative coalitions, whereas Hopkins
did. Commission members were very involved with
recommendations to make sure we were on firm
ground" (personal interview, December 1993). The
1975 and 1976 sessions ofthe General Assembly passed
a total of 61 pieces of legislation proposed by the
Hopkins commission recommendations, with several
others completed in subsequent years.
The Hopkins Commission was successful for
many reasons, most notably its high degree of executive and legislative coordination, and its
commitment to nonpartisan review of legislation.
Other contributing factors include a balanced blend
of external and internal experts, the ample supply
ofexternal grant funds, a dedicated commission staf£
and the continuity afforded by the commission's
five-year duration.

CNTEMPORARYEFFORTS:
SHRINKING BOXES
The reorganization efforts of the most recent administrations are distinguished from those of the
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past by a growing emphasis on cost-cutting. Although
this is a subtle distinction from the traditional
economy/efficiency basis, it came about as a result
of a lethargic growth rate and increasing governmental costs. These changes have become even more
obvious in recent years.

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON
EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT, 1986

The Baliles administration returned to a more formalistic style of reorganization that resembled the
model followed by the Burch Commission. Governor Gerald L. Baliles formed the Governor's
Commission on Efficiency in Government in 1986.
Following in the Holton tradition, this was Baliles'
GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON
second Executive Order, and the first indication,
CRITICAL REEVALUATION, 1982
The Robb administration introduced a new form according to Alan Albert, then special assistant to
of reorganization model, beginning with a two-day the governor, that "the administration was governsession in 1982 called the Governor's Conference ing" (personal interview, December 1993). The
on Critical Reevaluation. This conference was co- objectives of the commission, according to one of •
ordinated with the General Assembly through the its reports, were threefold:
to advise the Governor of opportunities for
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
increa in the efficiency and effectivene of
LARC),
ored by the over or' cab· net d
state government, reducing the regulatory burthe Governor's Economic Advisory Council, and
dens imposed by the Commonwealth ... and
funded completely through private donations. Coneliminating deleterious competition between
ference participants included private-sector leaders,
state government and the private sector.
General Assembly members, state agency heads,
members of state boards and commissions, local This executive order subsumed the responsibilities
government officials, and members of Virginia's of the Robb administration's regulatory reform
congressional delegation and the Virginia Supreme efforts and widened the scope to include a review of •
government operations.
Court.
Baliles named Delegate Bill Axselle as chairRoy Smith, chairman of the Governor's Economic Advisory Council, stated the goal of the man and James Remington, a former Philip Morris
conference in its published proceedings: "Funda- executive, as vice chairman; he appointed 25 commental to this Critical Reevaluation is the concept mission members, including legislative leaders,
that we must define the limits of government and representatives of the private sector, a representawork within them." This conference began a dia- tive of the Department of Planning and Budget,
logue among stakeholders who would contribute and the secretary of administration. Commission
to a series of studies authorized by Governor Robb members were assigned to subcommittees that
in June 1982 on governmental consolidation, in- corresponded to the now seven secretariats of the
tegration, and reorganization. These studies, which cabinet. Instead of obtaining outside staff support,
originally had been commissioned by JLARC and each subcommittee was provided with a staff coorlater linked to the conference, had a more narrow dinator for research assistance. Albert observed that
scope than the conference, focusing as they did on the reason the governor's office staff was so directly
speciflc policy issues. Despite overtures to the con- involved was that Baliles "did not give up control
of the exercise because the governor has the
trary, few conference participants actu y contribute
to the studies' findings.
ultimate stake in having it run right." Moreover,
Concurrent with these studies, JLARC pre- "this close association with the governor's office gave
pared an analysis ofthe structure ofstate government the commission direct access to the agencies needed
pursuant to House Joint Resolution 33 (1982). to get the job done. Following the model of the
]LARC and the governor's office coordinated their Zimmer Commission, Baliles also received support
activities closely, culminating in a legislative reor- from various Virginia companies for "loaned
ganization package introduced on]anuary 24, 1984. executives" who volunteered their expertise to
This effort represented the first time a legislative the commission.
The effort resulted in three reports-one dealreorganization package was developed without the
existence of a formal commission to study the pro- ing with regulatory reform, a second on paperwork
posals. It should be noted that the Robb reduction, and a third on general administrative
Administration did, by means of Executive Order, aspects. The latter resulted in 215 recommendations,
create a formal commission, the Governor's Regu- many of which were introduced in the 1988 Genlatory Reform Advisory Board, to facilitate regulatory eral Assembly. The recommendations from the
review in the agencies.
paperwork reduction and regulatory reform efforts
were implemented through administrative procedure and Executive Order.

Hopkins credits
his commission's
effectivenes to its
use of staff and
members who
understood
government, and
knew "where the
bones are buried. "
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Although much can
be accomplished
through unilateral
executive action,
the most
meaningful
changes will
ultimately require
legislative review
and approval.

The Governor's Commission on Efficiency in
Government was successful due to a close association between the operational subcommittees and the
governor's staff, as well as coordination with legislative members of the commission. A mixed model,
characterized by Albert as "bottom up, top down,"
ensured a comprehensive 'bottom-up' data collection process, and clear 'top-down' direction from
the governor's office. This mixed model, even though
dominated by executive coordination and control,
resulted in a relatively good balance between recommendations derived from the executive and the
legislative branches.

PROJECT STREAMLINE, 1990
Following the precedent of the Holton and Ba i es
administrations, Governor L. Douglas Wilder used
his second executive memorandum in January 1990
to create his "Project Streamline." In a policy statement for the program, Wilder stated: "The current
period of modest economic growth presents an opportunity for state government to rethink its priorities
and to trim unnecessary or lower-priority programs
and activities." As this statement make clear, this
initiative was a strategic cost-reduction initiative.
Some of its stated goals were to "provide high quality services within currently available resources" while
reducing management layers, consolidating functions, and eliminating lower-priority or outdated
programs and services.
This reorganization initiative involved no blueribbon panel and no independent research staff Instead,
it used reorganization proposals coordinated and issued independently by each cabinet secretary. Under
Project Streamline's organizational structure, each secretary appointed inter-agency working groups to
determine objectives, identify options, and propose
changes to existing procedures. Staffsupport was supplied by each line agency, with limited coordination
from the Department of Planning and Budget.
The budget reductions of 1990 overshadowed
Project Streamline initiatives. Never before has a governor been in the position of having to reduce by
approximately 20% the general operating budget of
the state. As far as a reorganization strategy is concerned, Project Streamline was an honest and pragmatic
attempt at strategic cost-cutting, but it fell short of
reaching its objectives because of the more pressing
needs for immediate spending reduction. Many ofthe
reasons for its relatively limited success centered on
the absence of legislative involvement and dedicated
staff, as well as limited direct involvement by the governor. Moreover, the delegation of responsibility to
the cabinet secretaries and their respective agency heads
led to unclear goals and inconsistency in objectives
and recommendations.

LESSONS FROM THE PAST
FOR THE FUTURE
What are the lessons learned from this review of
previous efforts to reorganize state government in
Virginia? As Governor Allen moves forward with
his "strike force" to review state government operations (more formally called the Governor's
Commission on Government Reform), what must
he do differently to rise above the myriad of other
studies and create a meaningful legacy of reform?
History suggests that successful studies go beyond the well-intentioned words that drive the desire
to reform. Successful studies use a blend of people,
priorities, and public opinion. Several keys to effective improvement ofstate government seem to emerge
as recurring essons rom t e pas.

COORDINATION OF
LEGISLATIVE RELATIONSHIPS
"The Governor proposes and the General Assembly disposes"-so the old maxim of legislative
leadership states. Although much can be accomplished
through unilateral executive action, the most meaningful changes will ultimately require legislative review
and approval. Many of the studies reviewed here
began as legislative studies. The method of dealing
with legislative relationships has run the range of
total legislative control with executive input (e.g.,
Commission for Economy in Governmental Expenditures) to no legislative input at all (Project
Streamline) .
Although history has demonstrated that the
most successful efforts have been characterized by a
high degree of legislative involvement, a successful
study does not necessarily require formal legislative
participation. However, it must have, at a minimum,
a formal mechanism for coordinating legislative involvement; a commitment to nonpartisan review;
and sufflcient legislative representation to gain insight into legislative timetables and protocol.

COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES
Another dominant characteristic of previou successful studies has been the willingness of the chief
executive to commit resources, including a personal
time commitment. Just as critical is where and how
those resources are deployed. Perhaps the most successful legacy of governmental reorganization in
Virginia was the Governor Byrd's 1927 effort with
the Reed Commission. This effort underscores the
importance of a governor's personal commitment
to the process. Governor Byrd made the issue of
reorganization a vote for or against him personally;
as scholar Larry O'Toole has observed, "Byrd worked
feverishly. He ... opened a statewide campaign headquarters in Richmond to coordinate publicity,
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Value, satisfaction
and performance
measurementthese are the
principles that
should guide future
reorganization
efforts.

TABLE 2.
Governing Principles of Reorganization
1. The administrative structure must be simplified and needless overlapping of functions must
be eliminated.
2. Agencies mU$t be grouped into real, not paper, departments. Care must be taken to assemble those
concerned with achieving the major purpose for which the department in question is created, and all
unnecessary agencies should be abolished.
3. Single heads should be provided for all administrative departments and their terms should coincide
with that of the governor who appoints them and to whom they are directly responsible.
4. Boards and commissions should be.used only in agencies having quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial
functions or as advisory agencies, and never for purely administrative purposes.
5. The governor's control over the management functions of finance, personnel, and planning must be
clearly established if he is to measure up to his responsibilities as general manager.
Source: Raymond Uhf, "State Government Reorganization in Virginia," University of Virginia News Letter, ~eb.15, 1941.

endorsements and a schedule of other speakers."
Personal involvement by the governor clearly makes
a difference.
The governor also must identify the resources
that will be required to assist his commission in
gathering required information and implementing
the commission's findings. Historically, we have seen
that the use of agency staff offers better access to
the information that the commission requires, and
allows for a more informed exchange of ideas in
exploring new ways to perform or coordinate existing services. Internal studies often incorporate a
structured chain of accountability, with which a
reform program can be implemented.
External, resource-driven studies properly question the overall basis for what functions government
is performing. The most salient perspective on the
use of internal versus external reviews is best captured in a personal interview with Charlie Walker,
who as Governor John N. Dalton's secretary of finance was c arged with working toward and
implementing the recommendations of the highly
successful Hopkins Commission. According to
Walker, a successful reorganization effort will recognize that"everyone in the room will be needed to
help to make this effort successful." Walker went
on to say that an "effective reorganization must contain individuals who know how government works
and a team that weaves the concepts ofbusiness principles and good government together in a fabric that
contains both perspectives."
While an 'external' review has the advantage
of appearing more independent, a truly external approach does not have the history of success that
'blended' approaches have had. As a News Letter on
this subject by University of Virginia Professor
Deborah D. Roberts reveals, the review must maintain
a positive tone because a 'knockheads' approach does
not tend to generate a willingness of insiders to

contribute their knowledge. She notes that "state
employees and career officials can make an outstanding contribution if given incentives ... [they have]
a commitment and loyalty that few consultants or
outsiders can match" (University of Virginia News
Letter, July 1986).

:
:
:
:

CONCENTRATION
OF PUBLIC OPINION
"In politics, timing is everything." Just as true is the
saying that, "In politics, perception is reality." Yet
well-constructed reorganization studies have used
both precepts to create advantages by means oftiming
and critical public opinion messages. Governor Harry
F. Byrd, Sf. was a master of this technique. Successful studies have used both timing (either natural or
perceived) and public opinion trends to create opportunities for reform.
Studies that isolated themselves from public
input and review until the final report was issued
are still collecting dust. Today's conventional wisdom and prevailing opinion that reform must occur
creates a tremendous natural opportunity. That
momentum can be capitalized upon through careful coordination with the media. The press understand
their responsibility ofeducating the public and funneling concerns to decision-makers. Certainly the
results ofmany previous reorganization efforts would
be vastly different today if those efforts could have
had available formats like television and radio callin shows and public policy forums. Today, the media
conduct instantaneous polls to judge perception, acceptability, and ultimate success oflegislative proposals.
An excellent method of assisting in the formulation of public opinion is to identify early on the key
opinion makers who need to be enlisted in supporting recommendations. The use of 'elder statesmen'
and key business officials is a must for gaining successful endorsements of proposed recommendations.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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One of the best summaries of the lessons learned
from the Virginia reorganization experience was set
forth by Raymond Uhl in 1941. We have seen Uhl's
list of "governing principles" (see Table 2) continuously repeated in every commission since the turn
of the century. His maxims are quite relevant today
and should be the basis for evaluating the need for
future administrative reorganizations.
Uhl's theme of gubernatorial control of certain management functions has been so prevalent
that it is vexing. Each and every reorganization
effort has stated either explicitly or implicitly that
consolidation ofpower in the governor will enhance
a businesslike environment.
Gubernatorial control of the study process is
just as critical. The commission must have a clear
set of goals with a corresponding 'vision.' Equally
critical is the importance of the commission's sharing the values of the governor. Without a shared
vision and values, the commission will not achieve
either the goals of the governor, nor reflect the desires of the citizens.

A

GUIDE FOR FUTURE EFFORTS:

WHYABOXf
The challenge is great, perhaps greater than can be
understood at this juncture. The process of conducting a reorganization effort is constrained by many
legal and practical considerations. The practical constraints of time and timing alone limits a governor

0•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to a narrower scope from the onset. Successful
efforts are even further constrained by the need for
coordination and compromise.
What opportunities exist, then, for Governor
Allen's effort that will allow him to set his effort
apart from previous history and tradition? The greatest
opportunity lies in outlining a study that is different in scope from previous efforts. Virtually all
previous efforts focused on economy. Alternatively,
we suggest focusing on value. Previous studies took
careful aim at reviewing the effectiveness ofcustomer
service delivery. We suggest an orientation to customer service satisfaction. Historical efforts took great
strides to develop mechanisms for measuring how
many resources were being deployed. We suggest
measuringpeif'ormance that results from the deployment of those resources. Value) satisfaction and
peif'ormance measurement-these are the principles
that should guide future efforts.
These are not new principles, but their deployment has not yet germinated within government.
Governor Allen's reorganization initiative will find
fertile ground in a well-defined scope that will nurture and coordinate these principles in developing
performance-based delivery systems, accountable to
the citizens of the Commonwealth. •
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